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DHC: A lot of the conversation about AI and big data 

and machine learning has centered around drug discovery, 

logistics, and business processes. Does AI and machine 

learning apply to the commercial side of the business?

Dan Gandor: It does, although I believe it depends on how 

exactly you’re defining AI. If you’re talking about it in terms 

of pure analytics or analytical horsepower, then there are 

use cases in marketing and commercial like finding better 

targets, finding new targets, targeting, and segmentation. 

There are automation aspects as well: relationship marketing 

automation, platforms like Veeva Suggestions, and the 

engines behind that. If you’re defining AI as natural language 

processing or natural language generation like chatbots, 

there’s activity in that area – both on the patient and 

prescriber side. There are also internal use cases where you 

have some sales forces starting to have reporting accessible 

via voice so they can pre-call plan on the drive in the car.

DHC: What are the challenges in making AI work within a 

large pharmaceutical company, overall?

Dan Gandor: I think, like many sexy, digital things, it ’s 

important to not just do technology X for technology X’s 

sake, whatever that may be – AI, chatbots, voice, IoT, you 

name it. Rather, one should be focus on the underlying 

strategy: e.g., what’s the business challenge; how do we 

solve it? Therefore, it becomes applying AI or whatever 

the technology (which may be simpler than true AI) to 

specifically solve that business challenge.

DHC: What are some of these other data sources, EMR 

being one, that you think will become more important in the 

coming years?

Dan Gandor: I think you’re right in saying that EMR and 

wearable data sources are becoming more prevalent and 
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more useful. Those are situations where the data is too large 

to be analyzed by traditional techniques and approaches. 

Although, frankly, I’m still seeing that the industry 

sometimes still struggles with analyzing and integrating all 

the commercial data sources we know and want to use today 

– let alone what’s one the horizon. One doesn’t necessarily 

need AI to do that, it ’s just the blocking and tackling of 

omnichannel marketing. Step one is get the fundamentals 

right, then one can point an eye towards being ready to take 

in massive data sets like EMRs and wearables and things like 

that, thus opening the door towards new advanced analytic 

techniques.

DHC: If we think about customer service and AI – the 

intersection of the two – how is AI relevant to customer 

service, to the customer experience? Can we predict 

customer needs before they even state them?

Dan Gandor: Do you really need artificial intelligence to 

get to that answer? That’s where I’d propose it’s debatable. 

If you only have four things to tactically put in front of 

a customer (be it HCP or patient), do you need a whole 

complex engine behind the scenes to figure out what’s 

best? Do you need true AI for this, or is it more about a 

smart algorithm to say, “here’s who should get what, why, 

when, where, and how,” and then to make sure you trigger 

that knowledge to the right internal stakeholders (e.g., sales 

reps)? Or maybe you just transform the website to show the 

right message at the right time? Again, do you need AI to do 

that? Probably not. This is back to one’s core definition of 

AI. Is it true self-learning artificial intelligence? Is it a smart 

algorithm driven by modular personalized content? We do 

need to optimize our touchpoints in terms of what channels 

to use, the timing of the channels, the messages in those 

channels. I think there’s an opportunity for automation, to 

help make that more effective and more real-time. Whether 

AI is actually used for that automation is debatable.
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“
I’m still seeing that the industry sometimes still 

struggles with analyzing and integrating all the 

commercial data sources we know and want to 

use today – let alone what’s one the horizon.

— Daniel J. Gandor


